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Abstract

Dependency Length Minimization (DLM) is
considered to be a linguistic universal govern-
ing word order variation cross-linguistically.
However, evidence for DLM from large-scale
corpus work is typically based on written
(news) corpus and its effect on sentence pro-
duction during naturalistic dialogue is largely
unknown. Furthermore, Subject-Object-Verb
languages are known to show a weaker prefer-
ence for DLM. In this work, we test the validity
of DLM using a dialogue corpus of Hindi, an
SOV language. We also undertake a quantita-
tive analysis of various syntactic phenomena
that lead to DLM and compare the effect of
DLM on both spoken and written modalities.
Results provide novel evidence supporting a
robust effect of DLM in spoken corpus. At the
same time, compared to the written data, DLM
was found to be weaker in dialogue. We discuss
the implications of these findings on sentence
production and on methodological issues with
regards to the use of corpus data to investigate
DLM.

1 Introduction

Understanding the structural complexity of natural
language has been a key goal in psycholinguistics
(e.g., Miller, 1962; Kimball, 1973; Hawkins, 1990;
Levelt, 1972). This is because the formal properties
of natural language can help us to uncover the un-
derlying processes that subserve the generation and
comprehension of such structures (Frazier, 1987;
Levelt, 1989). These proposals are informed by
our understanding of the severe resource constraint
under which a dynamic system such as language
comprehension/production operates (e.g., Just and
Carpenter, 1992). An influential way to formalize
complexity has been in terms of the arrangement of
words in a sentence (Hudson, 1995; Wasow, 2002).
On this account, called Dependency Length Mini-
mization (DLM), two words that are syntactically
related to each other would tend to appear in close

proximity rather than away from each other (Gib-
son, 1998, 2000). DLM can be understood in terms
of optimizing limited memory resources – estab-
lishing a dependency relation between two words
will typically require memory retrieval (of the head
or the dependent), and these retrievals are known to
be subject to locality considerations (Gibson, 1998;
Lewis and Vasishth, 2005). This implies that sen-
tences with shorter dependencies will, on average,
be easier to process. Indeed, there is experimen-
tal evidence that an increase in dependency length
leads to difficulty during comprehension as well
as production (Grodner and Gibson, 2005; Bartek
et al., 2011; Scontras et al., 2015).

Recent corpus-based work has provided strong
cross-linguistic validation for DLM (Liu, 2008;
Gildea and Temperley, 2010; Futrell et al., 2015;
Temperley, 2007). These studies clearly demon-
strate that DLM can be deemed as a linguistic uni-
versal across languages. If true, this has implica-
tions for the design properties of natural language
and its architectural underpinnings (Futrell et al.,
2020). However, a key issue with this claim is
that corpus-based evidence for DLM mostly comes
from written data (e.g., news genre). While both
speaking and writing involve the same production
apparatus, it is easy to see that they may not be
operating under similar constraints. For instance,
the production system can be assumed to be un-
der more time pressure when speaking than writ-
ing, where it is typical to make many edits to a
sentence (Biber, 2009; Hayes and Flower, 1986;
Chafe, 1985). One reason for this is that the vi-
sual feedback during writing is more stable while
the acoustic feedback during speech is momen-
tary. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the DLM
constraint might be more evident in written text
where the writer tries to achieve high readability
for the reader. Meanwhile, in speech, other speaker-
centric pressures related to incrementality, accessi-
bility, etc., could supersede the DLM constraint (cf.
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Levelt, 1989; Gleitman et al., 2007; Wheeldon and
Konopka, 2023).

Another interesting finding in the literature is
that while DLM operates cross-linguistically, it
does not appear to be as strong across all languages.
In particular, research suggests that the effect of
DLM in Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) languages is
less strong (Futrell et al., 2020; Dyer, 2023; Liu,
2020). Indeed, recent work using news data sug-
gests that DLM has a marginal role in determining
word order variation in an SOV language like Hindi
(Ranjan et al., 2022). Thus, it is unclear if the DLM
constraint would also hold in naturalistic spoken
data in an SOV language, Hindi.

To summarize, there are two reasons to doubt
the cross-linguistic generalizability of DLM: (a)
large-scale validation of DLM has primarily been
observed with written data, and (b) the effect of
DLM has been observed to be weaker in SOV lan-
guages. In this work, we investigate if DLM is
indeed operational in an SOV language Hindi dur-
ing naturalistic dialogue. Further, if we do find
evidence for DLM in the spoken modality, we are
interested in probing the source of this effect. In
particular, we investigate two well-known word
order related phenomena that are known to be trig-
gered by DLM, these are, the long-before-short
pattern (Hawkins, 2014) and right-extraposition
(Wasow, 1997b). Finally, we compare the strength
of DLM in the spoken vs written modality.

The paper is arranged as follows: in Section
2, we present our key experiment on investigat-
ing DLM using random baselines. In Section 3,
we probe the results regarding DLM in dialogue
corpus using two word order related phenomena.
Following this, in Section 4, we compare the find-
ings of the DLM experiment on dialogue corpus
with written corpus. We consolidate all the findings
and discuss their implications in Section 5. Section
6 concludes the paper.

2 DLM during dialogue

This section presents the key investigation of our
work, i.e., can DLM be observed during naturalistic
dialogue in an SOV language, Hindi? In order to
test this question, we conduct a corpus-based study
using the methodology proposed in Liu (2008);
Futrell et al. (2015); Liu et al. (2017); Yadav et al.
(2019). In particular, we compare real trees in a
Hindi dialogue corpus with random baseline trees
that match the real trees in certain formal properties.

The DLM distribution between these pairs of trees
is compared to investigate the question at hand.

2.1 Data
The IIT Delhi Hindi Dialogue Corpus (Pareek
et al., 2023) was used for the study. The dia-
logue data comprises of the Hindi segment of the
CallFriend project (Canavan and George, 1996),
which consists of 60 unscripted telephone conver-
sations between Hindi native speakers. The spo-
ken data was manually transcribed and later was
(semi-)automatically annotated for part-of-speech
and syntactic dependency relations. All annota-
tions were finally validated manually. The current
study is based on data comprising 31,020 sentences
(mean sentence length = 6.13). For the purpose of
this study, this dataset underwent a filtering pro-
cess involving the exclusion of sentences contain-
ing code-switching, quotations, and incomprehen-
sible content (i.e., words that were transcribed as
incomprehensible because the audio was not clear).
Non-lexical tokens such as laughter, pauses, and
noise were also removed from the sentence. Fi-
nally, tokens representing disfluencies were also
removed. This left us with a dataset comprising
28,953 sentences (mean sentence length = 5.68).

For generating the random baselines, we further
subset this data to exclude sentences with lengths
less than 3 and more than 19.1 This gave us the
final data comprising 22414 sentences that were
used to generate the random baselines. The average
sentence length in this data was 7.67.

2.2 Random Baselines
Following Yadav et al. (2022a,b), we generate a
random baseline called random linear arrangement
baselines (RLAs) for the real dependency trees ob-
tained from the Hindi Dialogue Corpus. The al-
gorithm chooses a random baseline tree from a
uniform distribution of random linearization of a
real tree through a rejection sampling method. The
random tree is controlled for sentence length, the
number of crossing dependencies and all topolog-
ical properties (e.g., node arity, tree depth, etc.).
Critically, the baseline preserves the dependency
relations of a real tree. This makes RLAs a rela-
tively strict baseline compared to simple random

1This was necessitated because the compute time to gener-
ate the conservative baselines for sentences more than 19 was
very high. Sentences with less than 3 words were removed
because the random baselines generated for such sentences
remain invariant. Note that the sentence length was computed
by excluding the punctuation.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Average Dependency Length
in Dialogue and Text Corpus

structure baselines where the tree topology is not
controlled (cf. Futrell et al., 2015). A random tree
is generated for each real tree. We then compare the
two trees to test if the average dependency length
between the two trees differs (for more details see
Yadav et al., 2022b).

2.3 Statistical Method

In order to investigate if DLM is indeed observed
during a naturalistic speech in Hindi, we test
whether the distribution of dependency length is
significantly different between real trees and the
baseline trees. Dependency length was computed
as the number of words intervening between the
head and its dependent. We compare the growth of
average dependency length with sentence length in
real vs random trees. If DLM holds in speech data,
then compared to random baselines, this growth in
real trees should be slower. We fit a linear mixed-
effects model using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015)
package in R (R Core Team, 2022) with depen-
dency length as the dependent variable, sentence
length, and tree type (real or random) as fixed ef-
fects, and Interlocutor-pair as the random effect
(see Eq 1). The random effect captures the variation
across different speakers in the dataset. The key
coefficient of interest in the model is the interaction
between sentence length and tree type. Note that in
treating the interaction as the coefficient of interest
we follow Ferrer-i Cancho and Liu (2013); Futrell
et al. (2015); Gildea and Temperley (2010) who
show that dependency length should be considered
as a function of sentence length. This is because
the effect of capturing the average difference of
dependency length between real and random trees

could be inaccurate, as dependencies could come
from varying sentence lengths.

DL ∼ Sentence.length ∗ Tree.Type+
(Sentence.length ∗ Tree.Type|

Interlocutor − pair)

(1)

Maximal models were fit, subject to model con-
vergence (Barr et al., 2013).

2.4 Results
Table 1 shows the results of the linear mixed model
analysis. Results show that the average dependency
length grows slower with sentence length in real
trees compared to random trees (p-value< 0.001).
This can also be visually observed in Figure 2.
These results show that DLM is observed in the
dialogue corpus.

Table 1: Results from the linear mixed models.
Tree.Type (Random vs Real) was coded as treatment
contrast with the random tree as the baseline. Sentence
length (SL) was scaled.

estimate SE t-value Pr(>|t|)

Intercept 2.34 0.005 397.79 <0.001
SL 0.54 0.005 104.97 <0.001
Real -0.36 0.01 -31.99 <0.001
SL:Real -0.17 0.008 -21.08 <0.001

Figure 2: Fitted models showing the growth of depen-
dency length with respect to sentence length in real lan-
guage trees compared to Random Linear Arrangement
(RLA) baselines.

3 What drives DLM?

Large-scale corpus based investigations are impor-
tant because they help us in testing the ecological
validity and generalizability of a theory like DLM.
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At the same time, we also need to uncover the un-
derlying cause for the observed results in terms of
various syntactic configurations. One such config-
uration concerns the length of a constituent – the
length of a constituent has been argued to guide
word order changes that minimize the overall de-
pendency length in that utterance (Hawkins, 1994,
2004, 2014). With regard to SOV languages, a long-
before-short order of constituents can be deemed to
lessen the overall dependency length compared to
a short-before-long order. This can schematically
be seen in Figure 3.

Evidence for a long-before-short preference has
been found from production experiments in SOV
languages (Yamashita and Chang, 2001; Ros et al.,
2015; Faghiri and Samvelian, 2020). For example,
in Japanese sentences 1a-1b, consisting of a short
subject and a long object, Yamashita and Chang
(2001) found that speakers produced more non-
canonical (OSV) order sentences like 1b than the
canonical (SOV) like 1a.

(1) a. [S keezi-ga]
detective-NOM

[O se-ga
height-NOM

takakute
tall

gassiri
and

sita
big-boned

hannin-o]
suspect-ACC

[V oikaketa]
chased

‘The detective chased the suspect who
is tall and big-boned.’

b. [O se-ga takakute gassiri sita hannin-o]
[S keezi-ga] [V oikaketa]

Figure 3: Two possible ordering patterns for a short
subject (S) and a long object (O) in SOV languages. In
(a) the short S is placed first while in (b), the long O is
placed first. Order (b) has a shorter dependency length
than (a).

The other configuration that has been argued to
be driven by DLM is right-extraposition (Hawkins,

2014; Wasow, 1997b; Arnold et al., 2000; Wa-
sow and Arnold, 2003; Szmrecsányi, 2004; Yngve,
1960; Gibson, 1998).2 In the context of SOV lan-
guages, this would imply placing the phrase in ques-
tion after the clause final verb. Here we explore
two such configurations, one where the noun is
modified by a relative clause (Kothari, 2010; Zafar
and Husain, 2023) (see, Example 2a, 2b), and the
other where the noun is modified by a non-verbal
phrase (e.g., another noun phrase; Example 3a, 3b).

3.1 Long-before-short order

In the previous section we demonstrated DLM in
the Hindi Dialogue corpus. In this section we ask
if the DLM effect is driven by a long-before-short
pattern. We do this by examining the word order
patterns for core arguments such as subjects and
objects;3 in addition, we also investigate this ef-
fect for adjuncts. In particular, we investigate if
increase in object/adjunct length will increase a
shift from canonical to non-canonical OSV/AdjSV
order to align with a long-before-short pattern and
whether this shift leads to reduced average depen-
dency length of the utterance. The key prediction
is that preverbally, a long argument/adjunct should
be placed before a short argument/adjunct when
this leads to reduced dependency length.

3.1.1 Method
We extracted SOV and OSV utterances from the di-
alogue corpus. While doing so, we ensured that the
sentences had (a) only S and O as the two core argu-
ments, (b) both arguments were dependent on the
same verbal head, (c) both the arguments preceded
the verb, and (d) did not involve any crossings. For
computing phrasal length, case-markers were con-
sidered as part of their respective noun. We obtain
1152 SOV instances and 274 OSV instances for the
analysis.

Generalized linear models with the logit func-
tion (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972) were fit to the
data. The order of arguments (SOV or OSV) was
the dependent variable, and phrasal length was the
independent variable consisting of 3 levels: Equal;
Subject Long and Object Long. The Equal condi-
tion served as the baseline because DLM would

2Explanations for right-extraposition have traditionally
been cast in terms of phrasal length or complexity (e.g., Yngve,
1960; Wasow, 2002) However, this point is not relevant for
the current discussion as right-extraposition due to increased
phrasal length leads to DLM (see, Yadav et al., 2022a).

3We did not include ditransitive sentences as part of the
analysis because they were less in number.
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not prefer one order over the other in this condi-
tion. Scaled average dependency length was also
added as an additional predictor (see Equation 2).
The effect of Object Long, as well as its interac-
tion with average dependency length, formed the
coefficients of interest – this is because while the ef-
fect of Object long captures the shift due to length,
the interaction tells us if this shift leads to DLM.
Specifically, if the long-before-short effect exists
in dialogue then we expect the likelihood of shifts
from the SOV to the OSV order to increase when
the Object is long compared to when both the Sub-
ject and the Object are of equal length. This would
mean that the coefficient of Object Long should
have a positive sign. Additionally, the interaction
of dependency length with Object Long should
have a negative sign. This would tell us that the
likelihood of shifts to the OSV order in the O Long
condition decreases as the dependency length of
the sentence increases. This implies that higher
OSV shifts when the Object is long correspond to
lower DLM.

Order(SOV |OSV ) ∼ (Subject.Long+

Object.Long)∗
Avg.Dependency.Length

(2)

We additionally investigated shifts from the Sub-
ject Adjunct Verb (SAdjV) patterns to the Adjunct
Subject Verb (AdjSV) pattern as a function of
length. This analysis helps us investigate if the
long-before-long order exists irrespective of the
nature of the verbal modification, i.e., argument
or adjunct. Using the criterion mentioned for SOV
sentences previously, 699 SAdjV instances and 644
AdjSV instances were extracted for analysis. All
sentences had only one core argument – the subject,
and one adjunct. The glm model for this analysis is
shown in Equation 3 and is similar to the analysis
we ran for argument shifts.

Order(SAdjV |AdjSV ) ∼ (Subject.Long+

Adjunct.Long)∗
Avg.Dependency.Length

(3)

3.1.2 Results
Table 2 shows the results. With regard to the
SOV/OSV analysis, we find that compared to the
Equal condition, in sentences with long objects, the
tendency to place the object initially (leading to a

Figure 4: Percentage of Object-fronted responses in the
Equal, Subject-Long and Object-Long conditions in the
Dialogue Corpus.

Figure 5: Percentage of Adj-fronted responses in the
Equal, Subject-Long and Adj-Long conditions in the
Dialogue Corpus.

long-before-short OSV order) increases (p=0.01)
(also see Figure 4). In addition, we also observe a
significant interaction between object length and
average dependency length (p=0.03) such that com-
pared to the equal length subject/object, the pro-
portion of OSV order decreases when the average
dependency length increases. An opposite trend
was observed for utterances with long subjects sug-
gesting that the tendency to shift decreased when
the subject was longer than the object.4

4A careful reader will observe that the effect of Avg.DL in
the models is not really meaningful for the discussion at hand;
it represent the effect of dependency length in the utterances
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A similar long-before-short pattern was found
in the SAdjV/AdjSV utterances. Long adjuncts
were fronted to form an AdjSV more when the
adjunct was longer than the subject compared to
when they were of equal length (p=0.009) (see Fig-
ure 5). In addition, there was a significant inter-
action between the length of the adjunct and av-
erage dependency length (p<0.001) such that the
tendency to form an AdjSV utterance reduced with
increased dependency length. Broadly, the above
results show that during dialogue, speakers follow
a long-before-short pattern for DLM.

3.2 Right-extraposition
The long-before-short word order configuration dis-
cussed above leads to reduced dependency length
through changes in word order preverbally. How-
ever, as discussed earlier, in certain configurations
dependency length in SOV languages can also be
minimized by placing a long phrase after the ma-
trix verb via right extraposition. Below we report
the analysis for two types of right extrapositions,
one where the noun is modified by a relative clause
(Kothari, 2010; Zafar and Husain, 2023) (see, Ex-
ample 2b), and the other where the noun is modified
by a non-verbal phrase (e.g., another noun phrase;
Example 3b).

3.2.1 Method
We began by extracting all instances of nominal
modifications from the dialogue corpus. These
(clausal or non-clausal) modifiers could either ap-
pear in-situ or could be right-extraposed post-
verbally.5 This gave us 199 right-extraposed ut-
terances and 1710 in-situ utterances. See examples
2a and 3a for clausal and non-clausal in-situ modi-
fications, respectively; Examples 2b and 3b show
their right-extraposed counterparts.

(2) a. vo
DEM

vali
PART

job
job

jo
REL

kar
do

rahey
PROG

thein
be.PST.PRF

chor
leave

diye
give.PST.PRF

‘I left that job which I was doing’
b. vo vali job chor diye jo kar rahey

thein

(3) a. aur
and

tumhare
your

dushman
enemy

ki
POSS

shadi
marriage

ho
be.PRES

gayi
go.PST.PRF

where the length of both subject and object is equal.
5For clausal modifications in-situ implies a post-nominal

modification; while for non-clausal modifications in-situ
means a pre-nominal modification.

‘And your enemy got married?’

b. aur shadi hogayi tumhare dushman ki

Similar to section 3.1, we ran a generalized lin-
ear model with the logit link function where the
order (Right-extraposed or In-situ) was the depen-
dent variable, and scaled phrasal length was the
independent variable. Scaled average dependency
length was added as an additional predictor (see
Equation 4). If right-extraposition is driven by
dependency length minimization, then we should
observe an effect of phrasal length such that as
phrasal length increases, right-extraposition should
increase, i.e., we should observe a positive sign
on the coefficient. In addition, we ought to also
observe a negative coefficient for the interaction
between phrasal length and dependency length –
this will suggest that shifts to the right-extraposed
order are less likely when such shifts increase the
total dependency length of the sentence. Together
the two effects would imply that right-extraposition
for long phrases correspond to lower DLM.

Order(RightExtraposed|InSitu) ∼
PhrasalLength ∗DependencyLength

(4)

3.2.2 Results
Table 3 shows the results for the glm analysis.
The key finding was that the shift to the right-
extraposed order increased with an increase in
phrasal length (p<0.001). However, the interac-
tion between phrasal length and dependency length
was also positive. This means that the shift from
in-situ to right-extraposition in fact increased with
an increase in dependency length for higher values
of phrasal length( p=0.01). Thus, the results sug-
gest that the increase in right-extraposition for long
phrases in dialogue is not driven by DLM.

4 DLM in speech vs written text

As discussed in Section 1, a key difference between
dialogue and written text concerns the time window
under which the final utterance is produced. Typ-
ically, the time available to produce an utterance
(such as the ones found in the current dialogue cor-
pus) during naturalistic dialogue will be much less
than the time taken to produce an edited sentence in
written corpus. Indeed, it is well known that turn-
taking during dialogue is very fast (Clark, 2014).
This suggests that DLM, which will require con-
siderable resources due to planning, could be more
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Table 2: Word Order analysis for the long-before-short experiment in Section 3.1. Treatment contrast was used in
both models (Equal length argument/adjunct formed the baseline); ARG = Arguments, ADJ = Adjuncts, Avg.DL
= Average Dependency Length, Subj.Long = Subject longer than Object, Obj.Long = Object longer than Subject,
Adj.Long = Adjunct longer than Subject. Avg.DL was scaled before fitting the model. Significant effects where
p-value<0.05 have been highlighted.

ARG

Dialogue Written
estimate SE z-value p-value estimate SE z-value p-value

Intercept -1.59 0.09 -17.2 <0.001 -2.6 0.06 -38.1 <0.001
Subj.Long -0.61 0.26 -2.36 0.001 -0.27 0.18 -1.51 0.12
Obj.Long 0.36 0.14 2.49 0.01 -0.11 0.15 -0.71 0.47
Avg.DL 0.06 0.08 0.78 0.43 -0.26 0.07 -3.8 0.0001

Subj.Long:Avg.DL 0.80 0.21 3.69 <0.001 0.13 0.18 0.74 0.45
Obj.Long:Avg.DL -0.32 0.15 -2.07 0.03 -0.42 0.16 -2.53 <0.01

ADJ

Dialogue Written
estimate SE z-value p-value estimate SE z-value p-value

Intercept -0.02 0.57 -0.33 0.73 0.05 0.03 1.43 0.15
Subj.Long 0.18 0.13 1.32 0.18 0.3 0.09 3.3 <0.001
Adj.Long 0.34 0.13 2.58 0.009 -0.03 0.09 -0.4 0.68
Avg.DL -0.05 0.05 -0.93 0.35 -0.01 0.03 -0.38 0.69

Subj.Long:Avg.DL 0.08 0.14 0.62 0.53 0.28 0.09 3 0.002
Adj.Long:Avg.DL -0.54 0.13 -4.02 <0.001 -0.32 0.0.9 -3.49 <0.001

Table 3: Results from the glm models for right extraposition in dialogue and written. Treatment contrast was used in
the model. DL: Dependency Length and PL: Phrasal Length. Significant effects where p-value<0.05 have been
highlighted.

Dialogue Written
estimate SE t-value p-value estimate SE t-value p-value

Intercept -2.27 0.08 -28.09 <0.001 -4.29 0.05 -74.136 <0.001
PL 0.5 0.06 7.53 <0.001 0.97 0.02 37.13 <0.001
DL -0.03 0.08 -0.41 0.67 -0.02 0.056 -0.52 0.6
PL:DL 0.16 0.06 2.39 0.01 -0.1 0.01 -5.67 0.01

visible in written corpus while speaker-centric fac-
tors such as accessibility, etc., could be more domi-
nant in speech production (cf. Arnold et al., 2000;
MacDonald, 2013; Ferreira and Dell, 2000). Below
we investigate this possibility.

4.1 Method

To investigate the strength of DLM in dialogue and
written data, we follow the method discussed in
Section 2. Similar to the experiment for the dia-
logue corpus, RLA random baselines were used for
comparison. To do this comparison, we needed a
baseline that can be compared with both dialogue
as well as written text trees. So, we select those sen-
tences in the dialogue and written data that match in
three critical topological features – sentence length,
max arity, and max tree depth. This enables us
to generate an RLA baseline, which can be com-

pared with real trees from two modalities. Using
this criterion, we got 869 triplets of baseline and
dialogue/written trees.

Dependency.Length ∼ Sentence.length∗
Tree.Type

(5)

A linear model was used to investigate the in-
crease in dependency length with respect to sen-
tence length in random vs real trees of dialogue and
written text (Equation 5). As before, the key coeffi-
cient (which should be negative) will be the 2-way
interactions between real trees in dialogue/written
text and sentence length.

4.2 Results

Table 4 shows the results. The results show a sig-
nificant interaction between sentence length with
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Figure 6: Fitted models showing the growth of depen-
dency length with respect to sentence length in real trees
from dialogue and written data compared to RLAs.

Table 4: Estimates from the fitted linear models com-
paring DL in real and RLAs baselines tree for the two
modalities for the effect of dependency length(scaled).
SL = sentence length.

Estimate SE t-value p-value

Intercept 2.32 0.01 151.23 <0.001
SL 0.35 0.01 23.07 <0.001
RealD -0.21 0.02 -9.99 <0.001
RealW -0.3 0.02 -14.15 <0.001
SL:RealD -0.15 0.02 -7.18 <0.001
SL:RealW -0.17 0.02 -8.14 <0.001

both dialogue trees (p<0.001) and written trees
(p<0.001). This shows that DLM is being mini-
mized in both written and dialogue data when com-
pared to the common baseline.6 Interestingly, the
effect-size of the coefficient suggests that DLM is
comparatively stronger in written data compared
to the dialogue data. This can be clearly seen in
Figure 6.

In additional analyses, we also investigated if
the effects discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 can
be observed in written data using the HTDB cor-
pus. Results show that, unlike in dialogue, we do
not find evidence for a long-before-short pattern in
the written data (no significant increase in fronting
when the object or the adjunct was long) in both
SOV (p = 0.47) as well as in the SAdjV utter-
ances (p = 0.68). Interestingly, the data showed
evidence for DLM in the case of right-extraposition

6Similar to the dialogue data analysis, we also tested for
DLM in written data independently using the entire written
corpus (Bhatt et al., 2009). For analysis, sentences with length
more than 2 and less than 12 were used. As expected, DLM
is minimized in Hindi written data (Futrell et al., 2015; Dyer,
2023).

(p < 0.001). The details of these analyses can be
found in Tables 2, 3.

5 Discussion

The current paper provides novel evidence in sup-
port of DLM in a dialogue data for an SOV lan-
guage, Hindi. We investigated two phenomenona
that are implicated in DLM, namely, long-before-
short and right-extraposition. Our results show that
while long-before-short leads to DLM in the dia-
logue data, right-extraposition does not.

With regard to the comparison between dialogue
and written data, while we find evidence for DLM
induced long-before-short pattern in the dialogue
data, we did not find any evidence for this in the
written data (see Table 2). On the other hand,
while we find evidence for DLM induced right-
extraposition in the written data, we did not find
such evidence in the dialogue data (see Table 3).
To probe this further, we investigated the modifier
type in right-extraposed situations in both dialogue
and written data. We find that right-extraposition
is dominated by clausal modifiers in written data –
in the dialogue data, only 21% of right-extraposed
modifiers are clausal; while this was 85% in the
written data. It is known that such clausal extra-
positions lead to DLM in Hindi (see, Zafar and
Husain, 2023). In addition, in such configurations,
the average length for clausal modifiers in dialogue
was 6.65 words, while it was 10.8 words in the
written data. Similarly, the average length for right-
extraposed modifiers (clausal and non-clausal) was
longer in written (11.1 words) than in dialogue (3.7
words) (cf. Biber, 2009). This shows that right-
extraposition is an important DLM strategy in writ-
ten data but not in dialogue. One might ask, if
right-extraposition is not motivated by DLM, why
do we find increased shifting with an increase in
phrasal length in dialogue? This trend for right-
extraposition of long phrases after the verb could
be due to other reasons such as information struc-
ture (Butt and King, 1996; Huck and Na, 1990),
ease of planning (Wasow, 1997a) or syntactic ex-
pectation (Levy et al., 2012).

The fact that DLM is minimized more in written
data than dialogue data (cf. Table 4) is consistent
with not only the fact that written data is a product
of an extensive editing process, but also that the
writing process itself can be very different from
speaking (Wengelin et al., 2009); also see, Roeser
et al. (2019). The comparative analysis of written
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vs dialogue data is also quite instructive from a
methodological perspective. Corpus-based investi-
gations on DLM link their findings to the underly-
ing cognitive processes (e.g., Futrell et al., 2015).
The current work shows that while DLM can be
observed in these different modalities, the underly-
ing causes for the manifestation of DLM might be
quite different. Therefore, any such generalizations
should also be based on the syntactic configura-
tions that lead to DLM. For example, there could
be other causes to DLM in addition to the ones
explored here, e.g., elision (Kramer, 2021).

The DLM constraint in the dialogue data has
implications for production models that assume in-
crementality (Levelt, 1989). In particular, DLM
minimization implies that speakers would have
to structurally plan some components of the ut-
terance before articulating them. This would mean
that planning during language production is non-
incremental to a certain degree (cf. Wheeldon and
Konopka, 2023). At the same time, these results
also highlight certain constraints on planning scope.
The results suggest that, in dialogue, speakers do
not plan very long post-nominal modifiers.

Together, these results highlight the over-arching
influence of working-memory constraints on pro-
duction process in an SOV language like Hindi
(cf. Slevc, 2011; Gennari et al., 2012; Humphreys
et al., 2016). Future work needs to investigate how
such constraints interacts with other factors such
as accessibility (cf. Ranjan et al., 2022).

6 Conclusion

In a corpus-based investigation, we test the gen-
eralizability of DLM as a cognitive principle for
word order variation in a Hindi naturalistic spoken
data. Our results show that the real trees attested in
a dialogue corpus of Hindi have on average shorter
dependencies when compared to random trees that
match the real trees in topological features. Fur-
thermore, to understand the sources of DLM in
dialogue, we zoom into two phenomena known to
minimize dependency length. We find that DLM in
dialogue is primarily minimized by fronting longer
arguments and adjuncts and not by right extrapos-
ing clausal or nominal modifiers. Finally, we com-
pare the strength of DLM in spoken and written
data. We posit that DLM is minimized in both
the modalities, its effect being stronger for written
than spoken. Overall, these results shed light on
the overarching influence of working memory con-

straints in governing syntactic choices during both
language comprehension and production.
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